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% Offering in-home care for our eiders is essential, and becoming xaore
desirable -who wants to be locked in and fade away in a nursing home?
Unfortunately> the reality we currently have, as opposed to 'on paper',(both
in-home and in-taciiity), is pretentious, wasteful (therefore less eifcective),
and servicing the needs more of others than of us, the care recipients and
carers; mountains oi words on paper that act as a foil for what is really
going on - ask a few carers tor their insicte stories!

Now, Providers know, and we know, and the Department knows, that there is no
real transparency thus no accountability in the set-up of these packages; the
theory in no way matches the practice; it is well known, sadly, that only
good luck governs whether you end up with a terrific Provider, or otherwl$e.
And many are intent it should stay that way. Why should 'good luck' control
whether you or I receive the care and concern we are enltltled to?
It has to change, if true care is to be given - andjjour minds can rest easy.

4y Another imperative is th^t the Primary Carer' must become just that:
'primary*; again, in practice, not just theory. We are too often disregarded
and subordinated by many in the 'care' field - case managers, social workers,
allied services, etc. especially by case managers; if we query or challenge
the status quo, we are then seen as a threat; but most carers are too tired,
too afraid, or even unaware, to pursue a complaint within the system so they
don't complain; they are afraid of losing whatever benefits they receive,
especially if they lack language skills to speak up at all.

Most operators within the system at any level well know that the home carer
and care recipient are vulnerable, very susceptible to intimidation or
threats, so it is a mechanism often used to subdue us, if it works.
This must change. ATTACHS *****
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